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Tire Calculator. This car is very bad on gas mileage. My backup camera stays on a lot. And the
blue tooth is frustrating. I am disappointed with this vehicle. Every time I take it down to have
them check the blue tooth and the camera, they say nothing is wrong. The vehicle is small but
comfortable. It is a luxury vehicle but drives very sporty. It is not great on gas. It only takes
premium fuel which can become expensive. The sensors are not as useful as you would expect.
They alert much later than needed for them to serve the purpose intended. Easy to drive and
great on gas. I can fit in all parking spots and I never have to worry if my car is too big. Great
turbo to move the car along and I feel safe as well. The car turns and handles well, I can fit up to
three adults in my car and the trunk space is big for shopping trips. Had it for a bit, haven't had
any big problems yet. Decently happy with the quality and make for the cost of the vehicle.
Would recommend to others to buy this vehicle. Absolutely love this vehicle. Drives very well.
This vehicle gets great highway gas miles which I need. Vehicle is very spacious and extremely
comfortable. I would def recommend this vehicle to any of my friends or family. And would
continuing driving Infiniti vehicles. I love the shape of the car. The color was great at the time
but black seems to show scratches. The speed of the car is great as well. I do love how I save

gas and how it turns off to save even more gas. I sometimes leave it running and notice it does
not even burn while its not in use. The vehicle is very sporty and classy for me. I do wish the
back seat was a little more roomy for my boys. Overall the vehicle is great. Hesitates when
taking off from a stop. AC filter almost smells like mildew once in awhile after starting it in the
beginning. Airbags light comes on sometimes, the car doesn't always ride smooth on long runs.
The front seats should be adjustable for small people who do not have very long legs. Very nice
vehicle, just think the price point should be a little less 4 what you get. It is very great on gas.
So that is the best quality. Interior is nice as well. I do not like the stall for fuel saving. So the
vehicle jerks a lot. If I could do over I would have kept my q50 over the qx Just my opinion. This
is a great vehicle if you have a large family or if you have lots of people over and you need to
take them places! The car is very comfortable and very luxurious! I am not much of a car person
but this one is definitely a go to! It is also very suitable for family trips. It is made by Mercedes
but branded Infiniti. It is in the shop too often and has had multiple pcv system replacements
and fuel pump replacements. It is fun to drive through, handles well and is great in the snow. I
also have the panoramic sunroof, but the sunroof does not open. I love my car because its
small size car for a woman, the car has a lot of great features, it is keyless. It's fast and easy to
maintain. The inside is all black leather easy to clean. I recommend parents can buy this car
kids going off to college. And it is easy to park. This is a new vehicle and currently there are no
problems. I love every aspect of this vehicle. Couldn't ask for anything more. This car is very
comfortable and cozy. It is very easy to drive and has a backup camera. It comes with Bluetooth
and very easy to access. The only problem about the car it is very small. This car really helps on
saving gas. Overall the car is very comfortable. I am obsessed with this car! It drives like a
dream, is attractive to look at, very comfortable on the inside. Compared with the mb gla on
which the qx30 is based, I think it surpasses in all criteria. It is more technologically advanced, a
smoother ride, and far more reliable for a lower price point. Really just a great car overall,
engine has a surprisingly quick acceleration, seats are comfortable for long term driving, sound
system is stellar. Only complaint is that the back seat is cramped for extended travel. It is as
luxurious as cars twice the cost but is more cost effective. Drives very smoothly. I have no
issues with it. I love that I am able to adjust my seat that is just right for me. I also love my
backup camera. Leather seating is a plus. I love my moon roof. Only thing is that it is expensive
to get parts and also my car does not come with a spare tire. The car is awesome and look is
amazing. The only issues I have with the car is the size. The inside space is fine however the
trunk space is very small. If you have multiple children you will not be able to fit everything you
need. The car is good on gas. I love the push start option and parking by pressing the button.
Easy to park great gas mileage. I can park anywhere. However the style has a few blind spots. I
was planning to give it to my soon to be teenager driver by the little turbo is to much for her. So
it is quick when needed and the cruise control is easy to use also. Ours parks itself longways or
sideways, and has too many features to count. Green for close, orange closer, and as you get
too close for comfort the warning beeps rapidly increase and it will change to a red warning.
Incredibly safety features abound, even makes driving at night a blast as it takes care of so
many things for you. In snow and ice it is fun to drive with dual clutches front and back to
electronically adjust the rear to front drive balancing for best tire grip. Couldn't resist a little
blast around a big empty ice and snow covered car park to test the QX30's incredible traction.
The new Infinity VC engine was not available or we would have chosen it, but its Turbo Charged
Mercedes engine performs more than capably. Love driving it on winding mountain roads. A
terrific car for the serious experienced driver. Silky smooth impressive acceleration. Wonderful
solid feel around tight bends. All the bells and whistles. Simple Automatic parking both
roadside and also in car parks, is brilliant for my wifes shoulder mobility issues. Classy interior
finish. Lots of admiring questions from car fans. CONS: No powerred tailgate - unless you retro
fit one yourself. Overall, I love the car. My only real complaint is that the front of the car is long
and it is hard to tell where the end is. Makes parking and pulling out sometimes a little difficult
to judge. Also, the inside is pretty tight. Does take premium gas which is more expensive and it
has less miles per gallon. Other than that, performance is great. Looks pretty. Smooth driving.
This car is very good on gas mileage, seating is also very comfortable. Push to start features
and self starter from keypad comes in handy on those really cold days and you need to warm up
the car so you are not freezing when you are ready to go. Driving is really easy. Really feels like
it drives itself if anything. It is a little small inside. Love the way it drives but just wish I would've
gotten the bigger model. Another thing I do not like is it has a little bit of lag in the radio screen.
Lastly, I believe Infiniti should definitely get CarPlay. The Bluetooth is not the very best. It's not
bad but for the price of the car I think it should have a better Bluetooth system. I have only had
this car for 5 months so far, so I do not have any cons yet. The vehicle is pretty amazing it
drives well esp. On highways I do a lot of long distance driving for work and this car definitely is

up to task. One thing is you should be prepared for is that it does eat fuel, since it does either
come in AWD or sport models. A plus is you can fit a lot in this car even though it is a small
crossover. For example: I fit a 7ft house plant in-potted with all the seats down, moving totes
and my dog
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in the car for a move. This car is the perfect fit for my family and myself. Change Year. Owner
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